
 
This is ridiculous. As a parent of 3 and 5 year old children I beg of you, stop the assault on our rights to 
care and raise our children as we see fit. There is no greater good than basic human rights Iike bodily 
autonomy and medical freedom. 5 years ago as a new parent I researched everything, from car seat 
safety to co-sleeping, to best strollers and of course vaccines. My husband and I are college educated, 
middle class, tax paying citizens. The full childhood vaccine schedule has NOT been tested, no long term 
health outcomes have been studied, no active adverse reactions system exists (the current system for 
reporting adverse reactions is passive and woefully under used) so we really don’t know the extent of 
the damage they’re inflicting on our kids. Trading the slight possibility of developing a largely benign, 
self limiting childhood illness for lifelong chronic conditions? No thanks! Or worse yet, my friend lost her 
baby (confirmed by autopsy) to the DtaP shot!! If there is a risk there must be a choice! It’s a basic 
human AMERICAN right. Sacrificing even one child for the greater good is still child sacrifice. 
Manufacturers have been dis-incentivized from making safer more effective vaccines thanks to their 
immunity, why don’t you go after the real problem? These greedy corporations are looking for repeat 
customers and their bottom line (check out which drug is currently their highest profiting product, hint 
it’s a vaccine) you really think they have the best interests of our children at heart? Every parent must 
have the right to weigh pros and cons and make their own healthcare decisions, we have the most to 
lose. 
There is no measles emergency Oregon!!! No child has died in over 10 years and this is an emergency? 
Our founding fathers would be rolling over in their graves if they knew about your proposed medical 
tyranny and attempts at coercion. "Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little 
temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety." Benjamin Franklin  
 


